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The Irish Rebellion of 1641 and the Wars of the Three Kingdoms - Eamon Darcy 2015-01-06
After an evening spent drinking with Irish conspirators, an inebriated Owen Connelly confessed to the main
colonial administrators in Ireland that a plot was afoot to root out and destroy Ireland's English and
Protestant population. Within days English colonists in Ireland believed that a widespread massacre of
Protestant settlers was taking place. Desperate for aid, they began to canvass their colleagues in England
for help, claiming that they were surrounded by an evil popish menace bent on destroying their community.
Soon sworn statements, later called the 1641 depositions, confirmed their fears (despite little by way of
eye-witness testimony). In later years, Protestant commentators could point to the 1641 rebellion as proof
of Catholic barbarity and perfidy. However, as the author demonstrates, despite some of the outrageous
claims made in the depositions, the myth of 1641 became more important than the reality. The aim of this
book is to investigate how the rebellion broke out and whether there was a meaning in the violence which
ensued. It also seeks to understand how the English administration in Ireland portrayed these events to the
wider world, and to examine whether and how far their claims were justified. Did they deliberately
construct a narrative of death and destruction that belied what really happened? An obvious, if overlooked,
context is that of the Atlantic world; and particular questions asked are whether the English colonists drew
upon similar cultural frameworks to describe atrocities in the Americas; how this shaped the portrayal of
the 1641 rebellion in contemporary pamphlets; and the effect that this had on the wider Wars of the Three
Kingdoms between England, Ireland and Scotland. EAMON DARCY is an Irish Research Council
Postdoctoral Fellow working at Maynooth University, Republic of Ireland.
Monarchy Transformed - Robert von Friedeburg 2017-08-17
This decisive contribution to the long-running debate about the dynamics of state formation and elite
transformation in early modern Europe examines the new monarchies that emerged during the course of
the 'long seventeenth century'. It argues that the players surviving the power struggles of this period were
not 'states' in any modern sense, but primarily princely dynasties pursuing not only dynastic ambitions and
princely prestige but the consequences of dynastic chance. At the same time, elites, far from insisting on
confrontation with the government of princes for principled ideological reasons, had every reason to seek
compromise and even advancement through new channels that the governing dynasty offered, if only they
could profit from them. Monarchy Transformed ultimately challenges the inevitability of modern maps of
Europe and shows how, instead of promoting state formation, the wars of the period witnessed the creation
of several dynastic agglomerates and new kinds of aristocracy.
The Scots in early Stuart Ireland - David Edwards 2015-11-11
Exploring Irish-Scottish connections in the period 1603–60, this book brings important new perspectives to
the study of the early Stuart state. Acknowledging the pivotal role of the Hiberno-Scottish world, it
identifies some of the limits of England’s Anglicising influence in the northern and western ‘British Isles’
and the often slight basis on which the Stuart pursuit of a new ‘British’ consciousness operated. Regarding
the Anglo-Scottish relationship, it was chiefly in Ireland that the English and Scots intermingled after 1603,
with a variety of consequences, often destabilising. The importance of the Gaelic sphere in Irish-Scottish
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connections also receives much greater attention here than in previous accounts. This Gaedhealtacht
played a central role in the transmission of religious radicalism, both Catholic and Protestant, in Ireland
and Scotland, ultimately leading to political crisis and revolution within the British Isles.
The Irish parliament, 1613–89 - Coleman A. Dennehy 2019-05-16
The Irish parliament was both the scene of frequent political battles and an important administrative and
legal element of the state machinery of early modern Ireland. This institutional study looks at how
parliament dispatched its business on a day-to-day basis. It takes in major areas of responsibility such as
creating law, delivering justice, conversing with the executive and administering parliamentary privilege.
Its ultimate aim is to present the Irish parliament as one of many such representative assemblies emerging
from the feudal state and into the modern world, with a changing set of responsibilities that would
inevitably transform the institution and how it saw both itself and the other political assemblies of the day.
The Princeton History of Modern Ireland - Richard Bourke 2016-01-12
An accessible and innovative look at Irish history by some of today's most exciting historians of Ireland This
book brings together some of today's most exciting scholars of Irish history to chart the pivotal events in
the history of modern Ireland while providing fresh perspectives on topics ranging from colonialism and
nationalism to political violence, famine, emigration, and feminism. The Princeton History of Modern
Ireland takes readers from the Tudor conquest in the sixteenth century to the contemporary boom and bust
of the Celtic Tiger, exploring key political developments as well as major social and cultural movements.
Contributors describe how the experiences of empire and diaspora have determined Ireland’s position in
the wider world and analyze them alongside domestic changes ranging from the Irish language to the
economy. They trace the literary and intellectual history of Ireland from Jonathan Swift to Seamus Heaney
and look at important shifts in ideology and belief, delving into subjects such as religion, gender, and
Fenianism. Presenting the latest cutting-edge scholarship by a new generation of historians of Ireland, The
Princeton History of Modern Ireland features narrative chapters on Irish history followed by thematic
chapters on key topics. The book highlights the global reach of the Irish experience as well as
commonalities shared across Europe, and brings vividly to life an Irish past shaped by conquest, plantation,
assimilation, revolution, and partition.
The English diaspora in North America - Tanja Bueltmann 2016-12-05
Ethnic associations were once vibrant features of societies, such as the United States and Canada, which
attracted large numbers of immigrants. While the transplanted cultural lives of the Irish, Scots and
continental Europeans have received much attention, the English are far less widely explored. It is assumed
the English were not an ethnic community, that they lacked the alienating experiences associated with
immigration and thus possessed few elements of diasporas. This deeply researched new book questions this
assumption. It shows that English associations once were widespread, taking hold in colonial America,
spreading to Canada and then encompassing all of the empire. Celebrating saints days, expressing pride in
the monarch and national heroes, providing charity to the national poor, and forging mutual aid societies
mutual, were all features of English life overseas. In fact, the English simply resembled other immigrant
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groups too much to be dismissed as the unproblematic, invisible immigrants.
The Cambridge History of Ireland: Volume 2, 1550–1730 - Jane Ohlmeyer 2018-03-31
This volume offers fresh perspectives on the political, military, religious, social, cultural, intellectual,
economic, and environmental history of early modern Ireland and situates these discussions in global and
comparative contexts. The opening chapters focus on 'Politics' and 'Religion and War' and offer a
chronological narrative, informed by the re-interpretation of new archives. The remaining chapters are
more thematic, with chapters on 'Society', 'Culture', and 'Economy and Environment', and often respond to
wider methodologies and historiographical debates. Interdisciplinary cross-pollination - between, on the
one hand, history and, on the other, disciplines like anthropology, archaeology, geography, computer
science, literature and gender and environmental studies - informs many of the chapters. The volume offers
a range of new departures by a generation of scholars who explain in a refreshing and accessible manner
how and why people acted as they did in the transformative and tumultuous years between 1550 and 1730.
Irish Women in Religious Orders, 1530-1700 - Bronagh Ann McShane 2022-10-18
This book investigates the impact of the dissolution of the monasteries on women religious and examines
their survival in the following decades, showing how, despite the state's official proscription of vocation
living, religious vocation options for women continued in less formal ways. McShane explores the
experiences of Irish women who travelled to the Continent in pursuit of formal religious vocational
formation, covering both those accommodated in English and European continental convents' and those in
the Irish convents established in Spanish Flanders and the Iberian Peninsula. Further, this book discusses
the revival of religious establishments for women in Ireland from 1629 and outlines the links between these
new convents and the Irish foundations abroad. Overall, this study provides a rich picture of Irish women
religious during a period of unprecedented change and upheaval.
Elite Women in Ascendancy Ireland, 1690-1745 - Rachel Wilson 2015
The late seventeenth and early eighteenth century was a period of great social and political change within
Ireland, as the Protestant Ascendancy gained control of the country, aided by the English government and
aristocracy, withwhom the ruling class in Ireland mixed through marriage and travel. The resulting AngloIrish elite, with its distinct transnational identity, differed markedly from the preceding Irish elite, but, at
the same time, because of itsIrish dimension, was very different also from the contemporary English and
Scottish upper classes. Women played key roles in this Anglo-Irish elite, and the nature of the Protestant
Ascendancy can only be completely understood byconsidering women's roles fully. This book provides a
thorough examination of the role of women in Ascendancy Ireland. It discusses marriage, family and social
life; explores women's roles in economic and political life and in charitable activities; and places Irish elite
women of this period in their wider historiographical context. The book is based on extensive original
research, including among the papers of aristocratic families in Ireland and Britain, and provides a wealth
of detail on elite women's lives in this period. Rachel Wilson completed her doctorate in modern history at
Queen's University, Belfast.
The Early English Caribbean, 1570–1700 Vol 2 - Carla Gardina Pestana 2021-12-17
This four-volume collection brings together rare pamphlets from the formative years of the English
involvement in the Caribbean. Texts presented in the volumes cover the first impressions of the region,
imperial rivalries between European traders and settlers and the experience of day-to-day life in the
colonies. Volume 2: Fitting into the Empire This volume documents the political situation in the Caribbean
within the context of imperial rivalries. The Spanish tried to repulse all other newcomers, and by the 1660s
territorial disputes between the English, the French and the Dutch were commonplace. Eventually, English,
French, Dutch, Portuguese and Spanish territories were established, ushering in a new era of small colonial
outposts. Trading networks were built up, with sugar becoming the main export and the source of both
wealth and controversy. Documents attest to the strong feelings provoked by the high duty on sugar as well
as giving an insight into the day-to-day problems of managing plantations. New territories required new
systems of governance. Issues surrounding these were reported and discussed in various publications
aimed at an English readership. Printed compilations of colonial laws also gave readers back in England the
chance to gain insights into the whole legal framework needed to meet the needs of Caribbean settlements.
No Wood, No Kingdom - Keith Pluymers 2021-05-21
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In early modern England, wood scarcity was a widespread concern. Royal officials, artisans, and common
people expressed their fears in laws, petitions, and pamphlets, in which they debated the severity of the
problem, speculated on its origins, and proposed solutions to it. No Wood, No Kingdom explores these
conflicting attempts to understand the problem of scarcity and demonstrates how these ideas shaped land
use, forestry, and the economic vision of England's earliest colonies. Popular accounts have often suggested
that deforestation served as a "push" for English colonial expansion. Keith Pluymers shows that wood
scarcity in England, rather than a problem of absolute supply and demand, resulted from social conflict
over the right to define and regulate resources, difficulties obtaining accurate information, and competing
visions for trade, forestry, and the English landscape. Domestic scarcity claims did encourage schemes to
develop wood-dependent enterprises in the colonies, but in practice colonies competed with domestic
enterprises rather than supplanting them. Moreover, close studies of colonial governments and the actions
of individual landholders in Ireland, Virginia, Bermuda, and Barbados demonstrate that colonists
experimented with different, often competing approaches to colonial woods and trees, including efforts to
manage them as long-term resources, albeit ones that nonetheless brought significant transformations to
the land. No Wood, No Kingdom explores the efforts to knot together woods around the Atlantic basin as
resources for an English empire and the deep underlying conflicts and confusion that largely frustrated
those plans. It speaks to historians of early modern Europe, early America, and the Atlantic World but also
offers key insights on early modern resource politics, forest management, and political ecology of interest
to readers in the environmental humanities and social sciences as well as those interested in colonialism or
economic history.
Elizabeth I and Ireland - Brendan Kane 2014-11-10
The first sustained consideration of the roles played by Elizabeth and by the Irish in shaping relations
between the realms.
The Case of Ireland - James Stafford 2022-02-17
Demonstrating Ireland's central role in European debates about empire and commerce in the global age of
revolutions, this pathbreaking book offers a new perspective on the crisis and transformation of the British
Empire at the end of the eighteenth century, and restores Ireland to its rightful place at the centre of
European intellectual history.
Dynastic Identity in Early Modern Europe - Liesbeth Geevers 2016-04-29
Aristocratic dynasties have long been regarded as fundamental to the development of early modern society
and government. Yet recent work by political historians has increasingly questioned the dominant role of
ruling families in state formation, underlining instead the continued importance and independence of
individuals. In order to take a fresh look at the subject, this volume provides a broad discussion on the
formation of dynastic identities in relationship to the lineage’s own history, other families within the social
elite, and the ruling dynasty. Individual chapters consider the dynastic identity of a wide range of European
aristocratic families including the CroÃs, Arenbergs and Nassaus from the Netherlands; the GuisesLorraine of France; the Sandoval-Lerma in Spain; the Farnese in Italy; together with other lineages from
Ireland, Sweden and the Austrian Habsburg monarchy. Tied in with this broad international focus, the
volume addressed a variety of related themes, including the expression of ambitions and aspirations
through family history; the social and cultural means employed to enhance status; the legal, religious and
political attitude toward sovereigns; the role of women in the formation and reproduction of (composite)
dynastic identities; and the transition of aristocratic dynasties to royal dynasties. In so doing the collection
provides a platform for looking again at dynastic identity in early modern Europe, and reveals how it was a
compound of political, religious, social, cultural, historical and individual attitudes.
Aristocratic Women in Ireland, 1450-1660 - Damien Duffy 2021
An in-depth analysis of the key contribution made by the women members of this important ruling family in
maintaining and advancing the family's political, landed, economic, social and religious interests.
The Oxford Handbook of the English Revolution - Michael J. Braddick 2015
A Handbook exploring how the events of the English Revolution grew out of, and resonated, in the politics
and interactions of the each of the Three Kingdoms - England, Scotland, and Ireland - and demonstrating
the long-term impacts of the crisis on the kingdoms themselves, as well as in a broader European context.
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Human Empire - Ted McCormick 2022-04-21
Arguing that demographic thought begins not with quantification but in attempts to control the qualities of
people, Human Empire traces two transformations spanning the early modern period. First was the
emergence of population as an object of governance through a series of engagements in sixteenth- and
seventeenth-century England, Ireland, and colonial North America, influenced by humanist policy, reason of
state, and natural philosophy, and culminating in the creation of political arithmetic. Second was the debate
during the long eighteenth century over the locus and limits of demographic agency, as church, civil
society, and private projects sought to mobilize and manipulate different marginalized and racialized
groups – and as American colonists offered their own visions of imperial demography. This innovative,
engaging study examines the emergence of population as an object of knowledge and governance and
connects the history of demographic ideas with their early modern intellectual, political, and colonial
contexts.
The Elizabethan Conquest of Ireland - James Charles Roy 2021-06-09
This is the story of the 'failed' British Empire in Ireland and the sad end of the Tudor reign. The relationship
between England and Ireland has been marked by turmoil ever since the 5th century, when Irish raiders
kidnapped St. Patrick. Perhaps the most consequential chapter in this saga was the subjugation of the
island during the 16th century, and particularly efforts associated with the long reign of Queen Elizabeth I,
the reverberations of which remain unsettled even today. This is the story of that ‘First British Empire’. The
saga of the Elizabethan conquest has rarely received the attention it deserves, long overshadowed by more
‘glamorous’ events that challenged the queen, most especially those involving Catholic Spain and France,
superpowers with vastly more resources than Protestant England. Ireland was viewed as a peripheral
theater, a haven for Catholic heretics and a potential ‘back door’ for foreign invasions. Lord deputies sent
by the queen were tormented by such fears, and reacted with an iron hand. Their cadres of subordinates,
including poets and writers as gifted as Philip Sidney, Edmund Spenser, and Walter Raleigh, were all
corrupted in the process, their humanist values disfigured by the realities of Irish life as they encountered
them through the lens of conquest and appropriation. These men considered the future of Ireland to be an
extension of the British state, as seen in the ‘salon’ at Bryskett’s Cottage, outside Dublin, where guests met
to pore over the ‘Irish Question’. But such deliberations were rewarded by no final triumph, only
debilitating warfare that stretched the entire length of Elizabeth’s rule. This is the story of revolt,
suppression, atrocities and genocide, and ends with an ailing, dispirited queen facing internal convulsions
and an empty treasury. Her death saw the end of the Tudor dynasty, marked not by victory over the great
enemy Spain, but by ungovernable Ireland – the first colonial ‘failed state’.
Spain and the Irish Mission, 1609-1707 - Cristina Bravo Lozano 2018-10-26
Spain and the Irish Mission, 1609-1707 examines Spanish confessional policy in 17th-century Ireland.
Cristina Bravo Lozano provides an innovative perspective on Spanish-Irish relations during a crucial period
for Early Modern European history. Key historical actors and events are brought to the fore in her account
of the missionary networks created around the Irish Catholic exile in the Iberian Peninsula. She presents a
comprehensive study of this form of royal patronage, the changes and challenges Irish Catholicism had to
face after the peace of London (1604) and the role that Irish missionaries played in preserving its place
within the framework of Anglo-Spanish relations.
Collecting the World - James Delbourgo 2017-07-03
In 1759 the British Museum opened its doors to the public—the first free national museum in the world.
James Delbourgo recounts the story behind its creation through the life of Hans Sloane, a controversial
luminary with an insatiable ambition to pit universal knowledge against superstition and few curbs on his
passion for collecting the world.
India in Art in Ireland - Kathleen James-Chakraborty 2017-07-05
India in Art in Ireland is the first book to address how the relationship between these two ends of the
British Empire played out in the visual arts. It demonstrates that Irish ambivalence about British
imperialism in India complicates the assumption that colonialism precluded identifying with an exotic other.
Examining a wide range of media, including manuscript illuminations, paintings, prints, architecture,
stained glass, and photography, its authors demonstrate the complex nature of empire in India, compare
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these empires to British imperialism in Ireland, and explore the contemporary relationship between what
are now two independent countries through a consideration of works of art in Irish collections,
supplemented by a consideration of Irish architecture and of contemporary Irish visual culture. The
collection features essays on Rajput and Mughal miniatures, on a portrait of an Indian woman by the Irish
painter Thomas Hickey, on the gate lodge to the Dromana estate in County Waterford, and a consideration
of the intellectual context of Harry Clarke's Eve of St. Agnes window. This book should appeal not only to
those seeking to learn more about some of Ireland's most cherished works of art, but to all those curious
about the complex interplay between empire, anti-colonialism, and the visual arts.
Imperial Legacies - Jeremy Black 2019-04-09
Britain yesterday; America today. The reality of being top dog is that everybody hates you. In this
provocative book, noted historian and commentator Jeremy Black shows how criticisms of the legacy of the
British Empire are, in part, criticisms of the reality of American power today. He emphasizes the
prominence of imperial rule in history and in the world today, and the selective way in which certain
countries are castigated. Imperial Legacies is a wide-ranging and vigorous assault on political correctness,
its language, misuse of the past, and grasping of both present and future.
The Stuart Restoration and the English in Ireland - Danielle McCormack 2016
Crossing boundaries of political, intellectual and cultural history, this study highlights the complexity of
political culture in Restoration Ireland.
The Making of an Imperial Polity - Lauren Working 2020-01-16
This significant reassessment of Jacobean political culture reveals how colonizing America transformed
English civility in early seventeenth-century England. This title is also available as Open Access.
Governing Hibernia - K. Theodore Hoppen 2016-08-18
The Anglo-Irish Union of 1800 which established the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland made
British ministers in London more directly responsible for Irish affairs than had previously been the case.
The Act did not, however, provide for full integration, and left in existence a separate administration in
Dublin under a Viceroy and a Chief Secretary. This created tensions that were never resolved. The
relationship that ensued has generally been interpreted in terms of 'colonialism' or 'post-colonialism',
concepts not without their problems in relation to a country so geographically close to Britain and, indeed,
so closely connected constitutionally. Governing Hibernia seeks to examine the Union relationship from a
new and different perspective. In particular it argues that London's policies towards Ireland in the period
between the Union and the Anglo-Irish Treaty of 1921 oscillated sharply. At times, the policies were based
on a view of an Ireland so distant, different, and violent that (regardless of promises made in 1800) its
government demanded peculiarly Hibernian policies of a coercive kind (c. 1800-1830); at others, they were
based on the premise that stability was best achieved by a broadly assimilationist approach — in effect
attempting to make Ireland more like Britain (c. 1830-1868); and finally they made a return to policies of
differentiation though in less coercive ways than had been the case in the decades immediately after the
Union (c. 1868-1921). The outcome of this last policy of differentiation was a disposition, ultimately
common to both of the main British political parties, to grant greater measures of devolution and ultimately
independence, a development finally rendered viable by the implementation of Irish partition in 1921/2.
The Oxford Handbook of Modern Irish History - Alvin Jackson 2014-03
Draws from a wide range of disciplines to bring together 36 leading scholars writing about 400 years of
modern Irish history
A History of Irish Working-Class Writing - Michael Pierse 2017-11-16
A History of Irish Working-Class Writing provides a wide-ranging and authoritative chronicle of the writing
of Irish working-class experience. Ground-breaking in scholarship and comprehensive in scope, it is a major
intervention in Irish Studies scholarship, charting representations of Irish working-class life from
eighteenth-century rhymes and songs to the novels, plays and poetry of working-class experience in
contemporary Ireland. There are few narrative accounts of Irish radicalism, and even fewer that engage
'history from below'. This book provides original insights in these relatively untilled fields. Exploring
workers' experiences in various literary forms, from early to late capitalism, the twenty-two chapters make
this book an authoritative and substantial contribution to Irish studies and English literary studies
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generally.
Catholics of Consequence - Ciaran O'Neill 2014
Based on comprehensive and new archival research at over a dozen schools across Ireland, Britain, and
France, 'Catholics of Consequence' traces the lives and education of over two thousand Irish children in the
nineteenth century, examining how this affected Irish life, and the history of education.
The Cambridge History of Ireland: - Jane Ohlmeyer 2020-02-29
This volume offers fresh perspectives on the political, military, religious, social, cultural, intellectual,
economic, and environmental history of early modern Ireland and situates these discussions in global and
comparative contexts. The opening chapters focus on 'Politics' and 'Religion and War' and offer a
chronological narrative, informed by the re-interpretation of new archives. The remaining chapters are
more thematic, with chapters on 'Society', 'Culture', and 'Economy and Environment', and often respond to
wider methodologies and historiographical debates. Interdisciplinary cross-pollination - between, on the
one hand, history and, on the other, disciplines like anthropology, archaeology, geography, computer
science, literature and gender and environmental studies - informs many of the chapters. The volume offers
a range of new departures by a generation of scholars who explain in a refreshing and accessible manner
how and why people acted as they did in the transformative and tumultuous years between 1550 and 1730.
The King's Irishmen - Mark Williams 2014
A novel study of the political, religious, and cultural worlds of the principal Irish figures at the exiled court
of Charles II
The Stuart Age - Barry Coward 2017-02-16
The Stuart Age provides an accessible introduction to England's century of civil war and revolution,
including the causes of the English Civil War; the nature of the English Revolution; the aims and
achievements of Oliver Cromwell; the continuation of religious passion in the politics of Restoration
England; and the impact of the Glorious Revolution on Britain. The fifth edition has been thoroughly revised
and updated by Peter Gaunt to reflect new work and changing trends in research on the Stuart age. It
expands on key areas including the early Stuart economic, religious and social context; key military events
and debates surrounding the English Civil War; colonial expansion, foreign policy and overseas wars; and
significant developments in Scotland and Ireland. A new opening chapter provides an important overview of
current historiographical trends in Stuart history, introducing readers to key recent work on the topic. The
Stuart Age is a long-standing favourite of lecturers and students of early modern British history, and this
new edition is essential reading for those studying Stuart Britain.
Ireland in crisis - Patrick Little 2019-10-17
The crisis that befell Ireland in the 1640s has always fascinated historians. This volume of essays presents
cutting-edge research on various aspects of the Irish wars, notably regionalism, the nature of English
interventions, popular politics and the problems of allegiance, authority and legitimacy in church and state.
The chapters include studies of the earl of Cork in Munster, the earl of Clanricarde in Connacht and Lord
Montgomery in Ulster, as well as the Confederate Catholic engagement with popular politics. The role of
the marquess of Ormond, the Irish Parliament and the Church of Ireland are also examined in new ways,
and the volume ends with a fresh look at the war of words between Oliver Cromwell and the Catholic
Church. Ireland in crisis presents a very different view of the period that challenges existing assumptions.
It will appeal to lecturers, students and the general reader.
Burning the Big House - Terence Dooley 2022-03
The gripping story of the tumultuous destruction of the Irish country house, spanning the revolutionary
years of 1912 to 1923 During the Irish Revolution nearly three hundred country houses were burned to the
ground. These "Big Houses" were powerful symbols of conquest, plantation, and colonial oppression, and
were caught up in the struggle for independence and the conflict between the aristocracy and those
demanding access to more land. Stripped of their most important artifacts, most of the houses were never
rebuilt and ruins such as Summerhill stood like ghostly figures for generations to come. Terence Dooley
offers a unique perspective on the Irish Revolution, exploring the struggles over land, the impact of the
Great War, and why the country mansions of the landed class became such a symbolic target for
republicans throughout the period. Dooley details the shockingly sudden acts of occupation and
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destruction--including soldiers using a Rembrandt as a dart board--and evokes the exhilaration felt by the
revolutionaries at seizing these grand houses and visibly overturning the established order.
American Planters and Irish Landlords in Comparative and Transnational Perspective - Cathal
Smith 2021-03-15
This is the first study to systematically explore similarities, differences, and connections between the
histories of American planters and Irish landlords. The book focuses primarily on the comparative and
transnational investigation of an antebellum Mississippi planter named John A. Quitman (1799–1858) and a
nineteenth-century Irish landlord named Robert Dillon, Lord Clonbrock (1807–93), examining their
economic behaviors, ideologies, labor relations, and political histories. Locating Quitman and Clonbrock
firmly within their wider local, national, and international contexts, American Planters and Irish Landlords
in Comparative and Transnational Perspective argues that the two men were representative of specific but
comparable manifestations of agrarian modernity, paternalism, and conservatism that became common
among the landed elites who dominated economy, society, and politics in the antebellum American South
and in nineteenth-century Ireland. It also demonstrates that American planters and Irish landlords were
connected by myriad direct and indirect transnational links between their societies, including transatlantic
intellectual cultures, mutual participation in global capitalism, and the mass migration of people from
Ireland to the United States that occurred during the nineteenth century.
A Short History of Ireland, 1500–2000 - John Gibney 2018-01-09
A brisk, concise, and readable overview of Irish history from the Protestant Reformation to the dawn of the
twenty-first century Five centuries of Irish history are explored in this informative and accessible volume.
John Gibney proceeds from the beginning of Ireland’s modern period and continues through to virtually the
present day, offering an integrated overview of the island nation’s cultural, political, and socioeconomic
history. This succinct, scholarly study covers important historical events, including the Cromwellian
conquest and settlement, the Great Famine, and the struggle for Irish independence. Gibney's book
explores major themes such as Ireland’s often contentious relationship with Britain, its place within the
British Empire, the impact of the Protestant Reformation, the ongoing religious tensions it inspired, and the
global reach of the Irish diaspora. This unique, wide-ranging work assimilates the most recent scholarship
on a wide range of historical controversies, making it an essential addition to the library of any student of
Irish studies.
Imagining Ireland's Pasts - Nicholas Canny 2021-07-15
Imagining Ireland's Pasts describes how various authors addressed the history of early modern Ireland over
four centuries and explains why they could not settle on an agreed narrative. It shows how conflicting
interpretations broke frequently along denominational lines, but that authors were also influenced by
ethnic, cultural, and political considerations, and by whether they were resident in Ireland or living in exile.
Imagining Ireland's Past: Early Modern Ireland through the Centuries details how authors extolled the
merits of their progenitors, offered hope and guidance to the particular audience they addressed, and
disputed opposing narratives. The author shows how competing scholars, whether contributing to
vernacular histories or empirical studies, became transfixed by the traumatic events of the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries as they sought to explain either how stability had finally been achieved, or how the
descendants of those who had been wronged might secure redress.
The Cambridge History of Ireland 4 Paperback Volume Set - James Kelly 2020-04-30
The plantation of Ulster - Micheál Ó Siochrú 2021-02-02
This book is the first major academic study of the Ulster Plantation in over 25 years. The pivotal importance
of the Plantation to the shared histories of Ireland and Britain would be difficult to overstate. It helped
secure the English conquest of Ireland, and dramatically transformed Ireland’s physical, political, religious
and cultural landscapes. The legacies of the Plantation are still contested to this day, but as the Peace
Process evolves and the violence of the previous forty years begins to recede into memory, vital space has
been created for a timely reappraisal of the plantation process and its role in identity formation within
Ulster, Ireland and beyond. This collection of essays by leading scholars in the field offers an important
redress in terms of the previous coverage of the plantations, moving away from an exclusive colonial
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perspective, to include the native Catholic experience, and in so doing will hopefully stimulate further
research into this crucial episode in Irish and British history.
Making Ireland English - Jane Ohlmeyer 2012-06-26
This groundbreaking book provides the first comprehensive study of the remaking of Ireland's aristocracy
during the seventeenth century. It is a study of the Irish peerage and its role in the establishment of English
control over Ireland. Jane Ohlmeyer's research in the archives of the era yields a major new understanding
of early Irish and British elite, and it offers fresh perspectives on the experiences of the Irish, English, and
Scottish lords in wider British and continental contexts. The book examines the resident peerage as an
aggregate of 91 families, not simply 311 individuals, and demonstrates how a reconstituted peerage of
mixed faith and ethnicity assimilated the established Catholic aristocracy. Tracking the impact of

making-ireland-english-the-irish-aristocracy-in-the-seventeenth-century

colonization, civil war, and other significant factors on the fortunes of the peerage in Ireland, Ohlmeyer
arrives at a fresh assessment of the key accomplishment of the new Irish elite: making Ireland English.
Historical Dictionary of Ireland - Frank A. Biletz 2013-11-14
This new edition of Historical Dictionary of Ireland is an excellent resource for discovering the history of
Ireland. This is done through a chronology, an introductory essay, and an extensive bibliography. The crossreferenced dictionary section has over 600 entries on significant persons, places and events, political
parties and institutions (including the Catholic church) with period forays into literature, music and the
arts. This book is an excellent resource for students, researchers, and anyone wanting to know more about
Ireland.
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